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KeV single ion detection
We present the results from a focused ion beam instrument designed to implant single ions with a view to the fabrication of qubits
for quantum technologies. The difficulty of single ion implantation is accurately counting the ion impacts. This has been achieved
here through the detection of secondary electrons generated upon each ion impact. We report implantation of single bismuth ions
with different charge states into Si, Ge, Cu and Au substrates, and we determine the counting detection efficiency for single ion implants and the factors which affect such detection efficiencies. We found that for 50 keV implants of Bi++ ions into silicon we can
achieve a 89% detection efficiency, the first quantitative detection efficiency measurement for single ion implants into silicon without
implanting through a thick SiO2 film. This level of counting accuracy provides implantation of single impurity ions with a success
rate significantly exceeding that achievable by random (Poissonian) implantation.

Introduction
Single impurity atoms in semiconductors and insulators are receiving significant interest for quantum
technology and other applications. Large arrays of impurity atoms are needed, requiring a repeatable
and scaleable method of positioning single atoms with nanometer precision, often referred to as deterministic doping. Single atom lithographic techniques based on scanning probes have managed to achieve
the positioning of single dopants [1, 2, 3, 4] atoms with precision of less than a nanometer and high success rates, but the technique is (at present) limited to a small number of species in a small number of
substrates, and it is relatively slow. Ion implantation, on the other hand, is much less precise in terms
of positioning, but is much more flexible in terms of species and host, and is potentially much faster and
easier to scale up for such purposes. Single ion implantation [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] has already allowed the manufacture of single phosphorus atom devices in silicon [10, 11, 12]. The main difficulty with ion beam methods is the selection or counting of single ion impacts. Pre-implant methods detect or select an ion before implantation [13, 8, 14] and they can be extremely accurate but at a cost of very low rate of implant [15]. Post-implant methods use the signals generated from the substrate upon each ion impact.
The recorded signal can be the ion beam induced charge (IBIC) [16, 11, 10, 12, 17], which is also very
accurate but requires significant pre-processing on-chip. Ion implantation counting in this paper is achieved
using a secondary electron detection (SED) method [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 7, 6, 23, 24, 25]. This method has
the advantage of being fast, scalable, and offering freedom in the selection of implant species and target sample, with no pre-processing other than alignment markers. The main challenge with SED is to
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achieve high enough counting accuracy for useful species implanted into useful substrates. It has been
discounted by other authors [11] as being much less sensitive than IBIC.
SED methods so far have achieved 90% detection efficiency for single ion implants into a 25 nm SiO2
film on Si [19, 22], increasing to almost 100% by increasing the number of SEs through controlling the
substrate bias voltage [23]. Previous work has shown how different target substrates and implant energies result in a different SE yield [26, 27, 28, 29], so here we investigate Si, Ge, Cu and Au substrates.
Silicon was selected as it a promising substrate for quantum technologies as mentioned above, as is germanium [30]. We also used two different implant energies. Previous work suggested that the SED approach might be a viable route for manufacture of single ion devices, but these have not quantified the
efficiency for implants into silicon [31]. We are aware of only two reports of a quantified efficiency [19,
23] for which the target was covered in a thick SiO2 film. Implanting through a thick SiO2 film has two
disadvantages: the method increases the likelihood of scattering of oxygen atoms from the film into the
silicon matrix during impact, introducing contaminant spins which could ruin coherence times of any
donor-based qubit; and the ion can also be stopped in the over-layer. In this work we report the first
quantitative study for the detection efficiency for single ion implants into silicon using the SED approach.
As we shall show, the efficiency can be very high.
Because of the availability of much more convenient alternatives (phosphorus and arsenic), bismuth is
not used as a conventional dopant by the semiconductor industry. However neutral bismuth donors have
shown excellent potential as a spin qubit [32, 33, 34] thanks to large nuclear spin, and a strong hyperfine coupling constant (compared with P and As) and respectably long electron spin coherence times [35,
36]. The downside of implanting heavy mass ions such as bismuth is that the target silicon lattice will
incur a large amount of damage during the implantation process, which along with the low solubility of
bismuth in silicon [37] requires careful selection of annealing times and temperatures [38].
A limiting factor for ion implantation in some applications is the ion straggle, though in some quantum
computing designs [39] the impurity spacing and tolerance are quite large (400nm and 12nm respectively).
Even if the spot-size of a focused ion beam is 10 nm, when phosphorus ion is implanted into silicon at
25 keV the ion range is 38 nm and the lateral straggle is 17 nm - very close to the desired tolerance (all
ion stopping values calculated using SRIM [40]). The ion straggle is inversely proportional to the ion
mass, and bismuth has the largest atomic mass of all group V silicon donors. Bismuth implanted at 25
keV into silicon has an ion range of 20 nm and a lateral straggle of 4 nm, so there is a great advantage
in spatial precision when implanting this particular element (this has already led to it being selected for
some single atom devices [41]).
The SIMPLE tool
In this paper we demonstrate the deterministic implantation of single bismuth ions in silicon, using a
focused ion beam (FIB) tool named the Single Ion Multi-species Positioning at Low Energy (SIMPLE)
tool, manufactured by Ionoptika Ltd. The tool has a 25 kV accelerating anode, and uses a liquid metal
ion source (LMIS) along with electrostatic lenses to achieve a beam spot size of 15 ± 2 nm. This spotsize was obtained using the rise distance method in which a beam is swept across a sharp discontinuity
(“knife-edge”). The method and its limitations are detailed in [42]. Deterministic single ion implantation is achieved through the collection of SEs upon ion impact using DeTech XP-2352 channel electron
multipliers placed 5mm away from implant site (seen in Figure 3) with a front end voltage of 500 V. Any
species that can be incorporated into a LMIS can be implanted. A list of possible species can be found
in Ref [43]. The tool has the imaging capabilities of a standard FIB, meaning one can use an electron
beam lithography-like system for computer-based pattern design and alignment to existing features (e.g
a Nabity system https://www.jcnabity.com/). The alignment means as well as having a spatial resolution of sub-20 nm for ion positioning, the tool can target sub-µm regions for implantation e.g a MOSFET channel region.

The LMIS used in this work produces many different bismuth cations and poly-atomic ion species which
can be selected using a Wien filter so that the tool only implants one particular species with a specific
charge state i.e Bi++ . The extraction of single ions is achieved through fast ion beam blanking whilst
utilising low beam currents. The current produced by the SIMPLE tool can be controlled by attenuating
the beam using a series of apertures sized from 300 µm to 10 µm.

Method
Single Ion Implantation
The average number of ions per pulse, λ is a product of the beam current, I and the pulse length, t
It
= Lt
(1)
Cq
where L is the number of ions per unit time, and Cq is the charge of the ion, i.e. the factor C is the charge
state of the ion species. For example, in the case of a beam of Bi++ ions, C = 2. The number of ions in
a pulse (and therefore extracted by the ion gun), X, follows a Poisson distribution with mean λ. Supposing we aim to have one ion implanted with each pulse, then the probability of an error-free implant
P (X = 1) = λe−λ . This has an optimum of 37% which occurs when λ = 1. In this case the probability that the pulse has no ion is P (X = 0) = e−λ =37% also, and therefore there is a 26% probability of
obtaining 2 or more ions.
λ=

If implants can be detected efficiently, i.e. without false negatives, then pulses containing no ions can
easily be remedied by pulsing again. However errors due to multiple ions in the pulse cannot be corrected and must be eliminated by reducing λ as much as possible. For example, if only 1 pulse out of 20
contains an ion, i.e. the average number of ions per pulse is λ =0.05, there is a P (X = 0) =95.1% probability of the pulse containing no ion, so the beam must be pulsed many times before an ion implantation
event occurs. The advantage is that the probability of the pulse containing more than one ion (the only
source of error for perfect detection) drops to only P (X > 1) = 1 − (1 + λ)e−λ =0.1%. This error
probability drops monotonically with λ, but the improvement is moderated (or even lost) if the detection
is imperfect. Thus efficient ion detection is the key to deterministic implantation. False positives (dark
counts) must also be considered; whereas false negative events (undetected implants) introduce errors
where an implant contains multiple ions, false positives produce implants without ions.
Secondary Electron Detection Efficiency
Let the SE detection efficiency η be the likelihood of detecting a single ion implantation event, in which
case 1 − η is the false negative detection rate. The value of η depends on the efficiency of collection of
SE’s, which is instrument dependent, but is also determined by the number of SE’s generated per impact. The efficiency is therefore dependent on the target substrate, the ion species and the implant energy. In this work we investigate the implant efficiency for a variety of substrates and energies, for one
species (Bi).
If the false positive rate is K (the number of dark counts per second) then the number of dark counts
per pulse is κ = Kt. The total number of events per unit time seen by the detector is therefore N =
K + ηL and the total number of events per pulse is ν = N t = κ + ηλ. Assuming each dark count event
and each ion detection event is independent of any other event, then detected events are governed by a
Poisson distribution with mean ν.
There are two ways to find ν experimentally (and hence obtain η). We could attempt to count the number of detected events, either in one long pulse or averaging over many short pulses, to find ν directly. It
is convenient instead to record experimentally the proportion of pulses that appear empty. In this scenario, we do not attempt to count the number of impacts within any pulse that contains one or more

Table 1: SE detection efficiency, η = (N − K)/L, for bismuth ion implants. The total number of events per unit time, N
determined from Figs 1 & 2 and the ion current L are also given. The dark count K was negligible for this experiment.
Target Substrate
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Germanium
Copper
Gold

Incident Energy (keV)
25
25
50
25
25
25

L (ions per µs)
0.312 ± 0.010
0.296 ± 0.010
0.091 ± 0.005
0.296 ± 0.010
0.561 ± 0.010
0.561 ± 0.010

N (counts per µs)
0.241 ± 0.005
0.238 ± 0.003
0.081 ± 0.001
0.258 ± 0.003
0.494 ± 0.006
0.533 ± 0.007

η (%)
78 ± 3
80 ± 3
89 ± 5
87 ± 3
88 ± 2
95 ± 2

events, we only record that it was not empty. In this way we do not need to take account of the deadtime of the detector or its speed of response, so long as the time between pulses is long. The probability of an apparently empty pulse is
p = e−ν = e−N t = e−κ−ηλ
(2)
In experiments with fixed pulse duration and varying beam current the last form in Eqn 2 is most useful because the number of dark counts per pulse κ is fixed. In our experiment, we varied the value λ by
varying t for fixed ion current L, in which case the penultimate form of Eqn 2 is most useful because N
is fixed. For each pulse duration we performed a large number of pulses, M and recorded the number of
apparently empty pulses where the detector did not trigger, m. So long as m is large, m/M → p. Eqn
2 leads to the experimental average number of events per pulse, ν = − ln(m/M ), and the slope of a plot
of the experimental ν vs the experimental pulse duration t is q
equal to N . Since m is governed by a binomial distribution, the uncertainty in p for finite m is s(p) = p(1 − p)/M , and hence the vertical error
bars in ν are
q
s(ν) = (eν − 1)/M
(3)
Clearly these error bars are not constant, they increase with ν, and ordinary least-squares fitting is inappropriate. Linear regression fitting of ν = N t to the experimental ν(t), taking this error variation s(ν)
into account, produces the best fit value of N and its error, which is
N=

S(νt)
1
±√ 2
2
S(t )
S(t )

(4)

where S(u) = i ui /s2i and νi is the experimental value of − ln(mi /M ) when the pulse duration was ti ,
and si = s(νi ) from Eqn 3 is the corresponding error bar. From the value of N we can extract η so long
as the dark count rate and ion current (K and L) are known.
P

Experiment and Results
The silicon and germanium surfaces were prepared by an oxygen plasma ash (100 W for 5 min) to remove any organic matter. All target substrates were then rinsed with acetone, IPA and methanol. In the
transfer of the sample to the chamber some native oxide will form. It has been well documented that the
native oxide formed on silicon is limited to a few nm [44]; experiments have shown freshly etched silicon
to have a growth of oxide to be 1 nm thick after a few hours, and remaining at that thickness after 24
hours exposure to air at 24o C [45].
We measured the dark count rate K detected by the SE detector by blanking the beam and looking for
events. In several experiments with a total integration time of 0.1 sec the number of dark count events
detections was about 1, i.e. K ≈ 10−5 counts per µs. This is many orders of magnitude less than any of
the ion flow rates used in the experiment, i.e. K  N and the effect of dark counts can be neglected.
Obviously a careful measurement of L is still crucial in order to extract η = N/L.
The beam current produced by the SIMPLE tool is measured using a Keithley picoammeter connected
to a Faraday cup on the sample stage. A typical current used for this work was I = 45fA, which corre-

Figure 1: Detection efficiency calibration for Bi++ ions implanted with 50 keV, and Bi+ ions implanted with 25 keV, both
into silicon. The symbols show the average number of detected events per pulse, taken from the measured empty pulse
fraction ν = − ln p = − ln(m/M ) for fixed current values I = 29fA and I = 50fA for the Bi++ and Bi+ beams respectively (corresponding to L = 0.09 and L = 0.32 ions per pulse) and varying t. The lower right inset shows ν(t) with linear
regression fits as described by Eqn 4 for the slope, N , the total detected event rate (and its error). With the value of N
obtained, the fit line ν = N t can be converted to ν = N λ/L = ηλ (since the dark count rate is negligible in this experiment
K  N ), shown in the main figure, in which the slope is obviously η. The weighted residuals from the fit are shown in the
upper right inset. Values of the detection efficiency η = N/L are given in Table 1.

Figure 2: Detection efficiency calibration for Bi+ ions implanted with 25 keV into silicon, gold, copper and germanium
substrates. In the experiment the ion current was measured to be I = 90fA for the implants into gold and copper, and
I = 48fA for implants into germanium (corresponding to values of L = 0.56 and L = 0.29 respectively). The slope, N , was
found in the same way as for Figure 1, and the inferred value of η = N/L is given in Table 1.

Figure 3: Ionoptika Ltd. detector array on the SIMPLE tool. Labelled are the channel electron multipliers (CEM) which
collect the SE signal. These are positioned on the nose cone of the ion gun 10mm distance from the implant site. The
working distance of the tool is 14mm.

sponds to an ion current of L = 0.28 ions/µs for Bi+ or 0.14 ions/µs for Bi++ ions. The LMIS is a dynamic system, which means the beam current can drift over time, typically varying by ±1 fA across an
hour of LMIS use. Occasionally emission from the LMIS became unstable due to collapse of the Taylor
cone [46, 47] with the sample current fluctuating on and off. In such cases data was discarded.
The pulse duration was controlled by a pair of electrostatic deflection plates. The time taken for an ion
to traverse these blanking plates reduces the duration over which the gate is open relative to the duration of the voltage applied to them by an amount T0 , and this was calculated to be 26 ns for a 25 keV
bismuth ion and 19 ns for a 50 keV ion. In order to confirm this and to obtain measurements for the errors in both the pulse duration and ion current, we positioned a channel electron multiplier (same detector as used for the SE measurements) at the sample position and obtained the measured number of
events per pulse ν from the proportion of empty pulses as described in the previous section. We varied
the nominal pulse duration T and performed a linear regression for ν = L(T − T0 ), taking
√ into account
the systematic
√ variation in the error bars s(ν) given by Eqn 3. In this case L = a/b ± (S(1)/b) and
T0 = c/a± (S(t2 )b/a2 ) where a = S(1)S(νt)−S(ν)S(t), b = S(1)S(t2 )−S(t)2 , c = S(t)S(νt)−S(ν)S(t2 ).
We found a slope of L = 0.271 ± 0.002 ions per µs for a nominal ion current of L = 0.28 ions per µs
taken from the Faraday cup, so the discrepancy gives us the scale of the uncertainty in the Faraday cup
measurement, which is therefore 0.01 ions per µs. From the fit we obtain T0 = 26 ± 2 ns, which is in
excellent agreement with the calculated traverse time. The actual pulse duration t = T − T0 used for
all measurements described below was therefore given by the nominal pulse duration minus 26 ns for 25
keV ions and minus 19 ns for 50 keV ions. This benchmark also gives us an upper limit on the error in
the pulse duration of 2 ns, which is proportionally much smaller than any of the the values for fractional
errors in L, or any of the values of the fractional binomial errors in ν.
By changing the gun voltage and using the Wien filter to select various ion charge states, we can change
the energy of the implantation. The maximum anode of the gun is 25 kV, at these settings the Bi+ charge
state implants with 25 keV of energy, and the Bi++ ion implants with 50 keV of energy. We investigated
the efficiency with which Bi+ and Bi++ impacts into Si are counted by the SE detector, Fig 1. For these
tests we fixed the beam current and varied the pulse length, t, between 0.1 and 1.2 µs. The empty pulse
count m was obtained for M =5,000 pulses for a fixed value of L and converted to an average number
of events per pulse ν using Eqn 2, shown as insets in Figure 1. The value of N (with its error) was obtained from ν(t) using Eqn 4, from which we obtain the detection efficiency η using the known L. In this
measurement the fractional error in L (4%) is significantly larger than the fractional error in N (typically 1%), and therefore the error in η is also 4%, dominated by the error in the ion current. Convert-

ing t to λ using the same L allows us to plot ν(λ) whose slope is η. A similar analysis was performed for
Bi+ implants into a variety of other substrates shown in Fig 2. Table 1 summarises the SE detection efficiency results.
The weighted residuals from the fits of ν = N t, i.e. (N ti − νi )/si are shown against λi = Lti as insets in
Figs 1 and 2. It is to be expected that the residuals show Gaussian scatter about zero with an s.d. of 1.
Although the scatter is close to expectation, drift of the LMIS appears to have led to systematically increasing N as t increases. In a proportional fit fixed at the origin, the points at large t have the biggest
contribution (in spite of their larger error), so it is to be expected that the residuals are scattered about
zero at high t, and the low-t residuals are automatically the ones that appear scattered about a non-zero
mean. Since the data were taken in order of increasing ti , upward drift in N with ti means L drifted upwards from the point that it was measured at the start of the experiment. It takes about one hour to
collect all the points. We do not believe this drift has influenced our results significantly because the
contribution to the error in our quoted results for η due to the drift is less than the contribution from
the error in L.

Discussion
There are two mechanisms for SE emission, kinetic electron emission (KEE) and potential electron emission, and there is a threshold for the incoming ion velocity above which the former dominates [48]. In
this work the incoming bismuth ion velocity is above the KEE velocity threshold for all target substrates
and ion energies. In the KEE mechanism, the incident ion loses energy throughout the target substrate
due to elastic and inelastic collisions in the solid target. The bismuth ions used here are heavy projectiles, so energy is transferred to the electrons from direct binary collisions between the ion and nearly
free valence-band electrons [48, 49]. Therefore when comparing the detection efficiency for each incident
energy and target material, the main factors affecting the SE yield (and therefore detection efficiency)
are the energy deposition and the electron mean free path in the material [50].
The observed increase in detection efficiency for increasing energy of the incident ions seen in Figure 1
matches previous experiments and observations that at velocities above the KEE threshold, the SE yield
increases with increasing ion energy [50]. Using Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) modelling
software [40] we found that 50 keV ions implanted into Si produce 43 ionization events per ion compared
to 25 keV ions which produce 40 ionization events per ion. This small increase in ionization number explains when there is only a small increase in the detection efficiency.
Figure 2 shows the efficiency plot for the same conditions as Figure 1 using the same Bi ion doses at 25
keV of energy, for implants into gold, copper and germanium substrates. We have generally observed
that the higher atomic mass substrates result in higher detection efficiencies for 25 keV Bi+ ions. The
rise in SE yield with target substrate atomic mass is not monotonic - the KEE yield is complicated by
the bulk surface contributions [29]. The electronic energy deposition per nm of depth was calculated using the SUSPRE ion implantation calculator [51]. For incident 25 keV Bi ions the energy deposition for
the targets used was as follows: Si, 180 eV; Cu, 346 eV; Ge, 211 eV; Au, 452 eV. The SE yield increases
with increasing energy deposition and increasing probability of electron escape - the latter scaling with
the electron mean free path. The energy deposition is greater for gold than for copper, explaining why
the SE yield is likely greater for gold - resulting in a higher detection efficiency. The same is true for
germanium when compared to silicon. The detection efficiency for implants into germanium was very
similar to that for copper. In spite of the far greater energy deposition for metals than for semiconductors, more electrons are able to escape from the surface of the germanium substrate because the electron
mean free path is greater for insulators [50].
Any effect of the unintentional native oxide on the silicon targets in this work may be ignored. Previous
work on deterministic single ion implantation has obtained very high detection efficiencies by implanting through a thick (30nm) SiO2 film. In the case of implanting through a thin native SiO2 film of 2 nm
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results in almost all of the energy being deposited in the silicon and the electron yield matches that obtained from clean silicon surfaces [27].

Conclusions
We now can deterministically implant single bismuth ions into silicon with 89% probability. We are not
aware of any other quantitative values for efficiency for detection of implants into silicon using secondary
electron detection. This approaches truly deterministic implantation and will open the possibility of producing very large arrays of single dopant atoms with minimal errors. For context, the optimum probability to produce such an array without impact counting determinism (i.e. using one pulse for each spot
with λ = 1) is 0.01%. Ignoring the issue of activation post- implantation, the current level of SE detection performance gives a 35% probability of correctly placing all 9 single ions in a 3×3 array without
error. This success probability could be increased with, for example, optimised with sample biasing [23],
which is the subject of on-going research.
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